Normalizing Census Data
in ArcView GIS

by George Dailey, K–12 Education Specialist
When a data attribute is normalized, ArcView GIS divides each of its values by another
number to come up with ratio values and then maps the ratio values. Essentially,
the field to be mapped becomes the numerator, and the field to standardize against
becomes the denominator. ArcView GIS performs simple division to obtain the proportion. Normalizing data using the Legend Editor in ArcView GIS is a quick way to
design ratio maps. However, the concepts and use of this function can be confusing.
There are two ways to normalize attribute data in ArcView GIS—normalizing as a percent of the total or normalizing by another attribute. These examples demonstrate how
these approaches differ and how to avoid misapplying these normalization methods.
Normalize by Percent of the Total
Attribute data can be normalized by summing the total of the attribute’s values and
turning the resulting ratio values into a percent of the total. This method communicates
the relative size or importance of a phenomenon and is very useful in cases in which
the numeric data is more easily understood as a percentage such as annual sales figures
for different regions. It can be more meaningful to compare the percentage of sales
contributed rather than the absolute volume of sales.
The formula for this comparison is
Attribute value for feature x

=

Sum of attribute values in all features

Normalized by Another Attribute
Number of mobile homes normalized by the total
number of housing units in the state.

Proportion (%) of total contained in
feature x

An example of this approach compares the number of mobile homes in a particular
census tract to the total number of mobile homes in all the census tracts in Rhode
Island.
219 mobile homes in a single
census tract in Rhode Island
4,689 mobile homes in all census
tracts in Rhode Island

=

4.6 percent of total number of mobile
homes in Rhode Island are contained
in this tract

Normalize by Another Attribute
Data can also be normalized by the values in another attribute. Generally, the other
attribute is the universe upon which the first attribute is based. In other words, the
data to be normalized is a subset of the attribute. Normalizing data by another field
takes into account the spatial variation in another phenomenon that might influence or
control the attribute being used to classify the map. Using the sales figure example,
normalizing sales values by the population differences among states will minimize
the influence of population and more clearly reveal the underlying spatial variation
in sales.
The formulation for normalization by another attribute is
Attribute value for feature x
Universe value for feature x

Percentage of the Total
Number of mobile homes in one census tract normalized as a percentage of the total number of mobile
homes in all census tracts.

=

Proportion (percentage) of the universe

An example of this approach compares the number of mobile homes in Rhode Island
with the total number of housing units in Rhode Island.
4,689 mobiles homes in Rhode Island
414,572 total housing units in Rhode
Island

=

1.1 percent of the housing units in
Rhode Island are mobile homes

Data can be normalized using attributes that associate with other attributes, for instance,
the demographic concept of sex ratio or the number of males per 100 females.
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135 males (in x)

=

165 females (in x)

.818 or about 82 men
for every 100 women

Attributes can be combined to show influence or change over time—
such as population figures gathered for the same area at two different
times. In this example, if a resultant value of one [1] was obtained
(i.e., the numerator and denominator are the same), it would indicate
the population has not changed over the time period being analyzed.
A value of more than one [1] would indicate a positive change and a
value of less than one [1] would indicate negative change.
300 persons in x in 1990
250 persons in x in 1980

=

1990 population is 1.2
times 1980 population

Know the Data Before Normalizing
These examples not only point out the power of normalizing data
for map display but also the pitfalls. This function can be inappropriately applied if the data being mapped is not understood. Misusing sociodemographic data from the United States decennial census
of population and housing provides a tremendous opportunity for
creating ratio maps that are compellingly accurate but completely
inappropriate.
Constructing a ratio map normalized by percentage of the total
is fairly straightforward. However, creating a map that normalizes
median, average, or statistical data values by percentage of the total
is not appropriate. Normalization of one attribute by another has great
potential for erroneous associations. The following example shows an
appropriate ratio that makes use of an attribute and its universe.
Mobile Homes
Tot. Housing Units

=

Attribute
Universe

=

Classification Field
Field to Normalize By

This table contained other potential data associations that are not
appropriate. The unwary might see data on mobile homes and housing
values and create a map designed to show the value of mobile homes,
though that isn’t what it would show. ArcView GIS will generate a set
of values, but these values will be meaningless.

Mobile Homes
Housing Values

=

Attribute
Wrong Universe

=

Nonsense

The process of normalizing may be easy, but its use can prove challenging because ArcView GIS will not stop the user from creating inappropriate comparisons. The user must make this determination. Understanding the data to be normalized means understanding universes and units of
analysis. In working with Census Bureau data, it is important to become
familiar with the universe for each data item. For example, to map the
proportion of persons between the ages of five and nine across various
geographic entities, the universe would be the total population. While it may
seem reasonable to create a ratio of anything simply because the data is
present in a table, failing to consider what is being mapped can result in
garbage if the data does not warrant this association.
Units of Analysis and Levels of Summarization
Using normalization to create a valid map requires that the user know the
concepts of unit of analysis and the levels of summarization associated
with the data. All Census Bureau TIGER 95 data available from ArcData
Online at the ESRI Web site, as well as most data available from the Census
Bureau, has been summarized to some level of geography such as a census
block, tract, city, county, or state. The uniqueness of and access to individual
responses from households or persons have disappeared from the data. Data
about individual persons and households has been blended or summarized
with that of others. In this aggregated data, the unit of analysis is the county,
state, or other geographic unit. This process protects the confidentiality of
a respondent. Attempting to create a cross-tabulation of data by using the
ArcView GIS Legend Editor normalizing function will work, but the result
will not be what was intended.
Obtaining a proper cross-tabulation of census data means working with
the data for individual households and persons. The only Census Bureau
source for data at this level is the Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS).
PUMS data does not include name and specific location information, but
allows for state, county, and other higher-order geographic and crosstabulation analyses though not at a very low level of geography. Only the
Census Bureau has access to specific individual data records for small
geographic areas such as census blocks.
Which Census Data Fields Can Be Used in Normalization?
Using summarized data from the Census Bureau allows numerous normalizing associations. Table 1 lists classification field-normalizing field pairs for
a range of Census Bureau data items. This list was fashioned around the
census data available from ArcData Online. It also represents many standard
data items found in data products available directly from the Census Bureau.
The normalizing pairs are presented with common names. These names
may not exactly correspond with the field names in individual data tables.
It is important to become familiar with the composition of data tables being
analyzed through investigating the associated metadata.
Learn more about normalizing data in ArcView GIS, as well as other
aspects of working with the Legend Editor, by reading Chapter 6, “Symbolizing Your Data,” in Using ArcView GIS, the manual that comes with ArcView
GIS. For more information about census data and related geographic concepts, visit ArcData Online at the ESRI Web site (www.esri.com/data/
online/tiger/document/index.html). Additional information on census data
can be found at the following sites: www.census.gov, www.census.gov/geo/
www/tiger, and factfinder.census.gov.
The ArcLessons page at the ESRI Web site contains
tutorials on many GIS topics.
Visit
gis.esri.com/industries/k-12/arclessons/arclessons.cfm
to download lesson packs with sample data.

Table 1: Normalizing Pairs
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